WELDING

Learn how to design and build a unique metal project that will last a lifetime! If cutting, shaping, and welding metal with professional welding equipment sounds like fun, sign up for the welding pathway. The welding program accepts all students and guides them through the process. Introductory classes offer a nationally recognized OSHA industry safety certification and hands learning with the latest in welding tools. Upper level classes open up the opportunity to dig deeper into the trade or even an internship with a local business. Successful completion of the Welding Pathway offers students the opportunity to earn AWS Basic Welding Certifications. Let the sparks fly and join the Marble Falls Welding Pathway!

If you have any questions, or would like additional information, please refer to the MFISD CTE Homepage for Welding Program contact information.

Click here to see student welding a BBQ project!
Click here for Welding Frequently Asked Questions